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XLRI organized “VALHALLA 2013”
- B-school fest with a social conscience
The Fund-raiser event collected around Rs. 2 lakhs that is to be given for needy
people in Bihar and Odisha
July 30, 2013: XLRI, Jamshedpur successfully concluded its 3 day annual sports and cultural
festival with a host of sports, music, dance, drama and other fun activities- ‘VALHALLA- 2013’.
The 3 day event witnessed about 1500 participants from top B-schools across the country,
including, IIM-Calcutta, Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai; Symbiosis Institute
of Business Management, Pune; Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar; IIM-Ranchi and Faculty
of Management Studies, New Delhi.
The event commenced on Friday, 26th July with Hand Shadowgraphy and Sand Art Animation Show by
artistes Amar Sen and Sabyasachi Sen.
The event included a range of sporting events, such as volleyball, football, chess, badminton,

table-tennis and more. The event also included Jamshedpur run (5 km and 10 km) organized by
the CII – YI XLRI chapter. The race with theme ‘Run To Spread Smiles’ saw a participation of
about 500 runners, and was flagged off by the CII Jharkhand Chairman S.K. Behera. Besides XLRI
faculty and the participating students, citizens of Jamshedpur took part in the run to increase
awareness.
In the event, the schools also battled out in competitions on singing, dance, drama and fashion.
The host emerged as the overall winner by winning the maximum number of events across
categories. The shows ranged from a rock music show to singing to group dancing to fashion
show and theatre.
Other attractions of the event included pottery making, adventure sports and a sports quiz. A
stand-up comedy show by 2 alumnus of XLRI on the first day also generated positive response.
Renowned Bollywood playback singer Benny Dayal stole the show at the concluding fundraiser

event with his hit numbers such as Pappu Can’t Dance Sala, Lat Lag Gayee, Aadat se Mazboor
and Badtameez Dil amongst others and enthralled a whopping number of 2000 audience with
his music and charm. The show was organized as a fund raiser by SIGMA (Social Initiative group
for managerial assistance) in collaboration with the Bangalore based NGO Milaap.
“Proceeds from the fest will go to a microfinance firm Milaap, which will use funds to loan
money to the needy in Bihar and Odisha. When borrowers pay back the money, it will be
recycled — lent out — to other people in need. The collections from the show were on voluntary
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basis”, said Varun Paruchuri, Principal Secretary, Extra Curricular, Students’ Affairs Council
(2013-14), XLRI.
The initiative received a great response from all, with total collections being around Rs. 2 lakhs.

About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright,
S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur. Over the last six decades, it has grown into a top-ranking
business school with a wide portfolio of educational programs. Its alumni are spread around the
globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations.
It continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of
innumerable organizations that serve the public good in a variety of sectors.
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XLRI flags off "Financial Literacy on Wheels" Program
Undertakes financial literacy among the unbanked population
2nd July, 2013: XLRI, the premier private B School in India, has started a financial literacy
program among the unbanked population in adjoining villages across East and West Singhbhum
districts through a newly launched project called "Sanchetana" and inaugurated the "Financial
Literacy on Wheels" initiative at Jamshedpur in association with the State Bank of India.
The event was inaugurated by Fr. E. Abraham, Director, XLRI Jamshedpur; Ms. Praveena
Kala, Dy. General Manager, SBI Patna Circle; Mr. Basant Rath, RO, SBI Chaibasa Division;
Dr HK Pradhan, Professor of Finance & Economics, & Chief Mentor of "Sanchetana" initiatives
with the officers of SBI Chaibasa, XLRI Students and Faculty.
The objective of the initiative "Financial Literacy on Wheels" under the „Sanchetna‟ project is
to spread awareness of savings, insurance & old age pension among the villagers and urban poor,
coming closer to their homes. The student teams from XLRI would visit various public centers in
remote villages like village meetings & festivals, schools, community associations, etc. to spread
financial literacy using various forms of audio visual documents in villages in and around the
district.
The project „Sanchetana‟ aims to educate the rural people on banking and investment options.
XLRI students, research scholars and professors are organizing sessions with villagers, while,
SBI is assisting them by bringing the rural populace under the fold of conventional banking. To
penetrate remote areas, SBI is sending authorised agents who use the internet to open bank
accounts for villages. The project was piloted at Saldih in Gamharia, located about 12km from
the city, from May onwards. A number of sessions have been held at gram sabhas, schools, selfhelp groups for women and one-to-one interactions with villagers have yielded encouraging
results. The volunteers from XLRI are also conducting counseling sessions with rural high
school students so that they learn the concept of saving early on.
Dr. H.K. Pradhan, Professor of Finance & Chief Mentor of "Sanchetana" initiatives said on
the occasion, “Financial literacy is an irreducible need for everyone. Low-income and
vulnerable consumers are not necessarily less financially literate than wealthier consumers.
With this initiative, we intend to spread such awareness and make people conscious about their
financial decisions. We have started with Saldih but we will move to other areas in East
Singhbhum and West Singhbhum”.
“The project „Sanchetna‟ has succeeded in instilling the knowledge among the village people. In
just over a month, people who had never been to a bank in their life, are operating accounts. As
many as 500 accounts have been opened so far,” he added.
“Financial literacy programs, can equip vulnerable participants to better navigate complex
financial systems and highlight opportunities for positive change to public and private financial
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services and systems. I welcome this initiative undertaken by our team,” commented Fr. E.
Abraham S.J., Director, XLRI Jamshedpur, flagging off the initiative.
“We always seek to underscore XLRI‟s mission on being a management school with a difference
and uphold its commitment to inculcate a sensitive social conscience within future business
leaders in the making” he added.
About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright,
S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur. Over the last six decades, it has grown into a top-ranking
business school with a wide portfolio of educational programs. Its alumni are spread around the
globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations.
It continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of
innumerable organizations that serve the public good in a variety of sectors.
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XLRI opens admission for the 4th batch of Certificate Programme in
Agri-Business Management
The last date for application is 7th August, 2013
16th July, 2013: India’s economic progress continues to be predicated to an extent by growth in
the agriculture sector. Even now, agriculture sector supports more than 50% of the population,
supporting more than half a billion people providing employment to 52 per cent of the
workforce.
With the stated objective to supplement agriculture sector knowledge with skills to enhance
business effectiveness, XLRI, the premier private B School in India, has joined hands with iKisan,
an Agri Portal promoted by the Nagarjuna Group, to offer the Certificate Programme in AgriBusiness Management.
This unique six-month, online, self-learning programme is designed for both practicing
executives and fresh graduates wanting to join this industry to help them prepare for an
exciting sales and marketing career within the dynamic and evolving agri-business sector.
“Indian agriculture sector is at the cross-roads. The agricultural sector has contributed
significantly to make India self-sufficient in food grains. However, in recent years the reduction
in the yields of major crops and the increased soil degradation as a consequence of irresponsible
pesticide usage has raised many questions on the long-term sustainability of agriculture sector.
While the agricultural sector continues to be a pillar of the Indian economy, the sustainability
dimension has to be addressed in line with the environmental policies advocated by UN and
government bodies. Thus, it is imperative that agri-business companies have to take into
account these conflicting objectives while designing their marketing programmes”, commented
Dr. P. Venugopal, Professor –Marketing and program Co-ordinator of the Certificate
Programme in Agri-Business Management.
“XLRI, in association with IKisan has launched this programme for working professionals and
students to align their thinking to the new objectives of Agri-Business Management. So far 3
batches have graduated from this programme and the participants have found the programme,
designed by faculty drawn from the academia and industry, to be very useful”, he added.
The programme offers one week induction at XLRI, Jamshedpur; 10 courses covering
Management & Technical Skills that requires about 60 hours of effort from the students on
each course; and an independent project wherein a student works on an agri-business sector
topic.
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The last day to apply for the programme is 7th August, 2013. Candidates can visit
www.xlri.ac.in/pgcabm for further details and filing the application or contact abm@xlri.ac.in
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XLRI held Interactive session with Social Entrepreneurs
4th July, 2013: XLRI, the premier private B School in India, organized an interactive session
with social entrepreneurs titled 'Guru Mantra'- My Entrepreneurial Journey' at XLRI Campus,
Jamshedpur.
Organised by Fr Arrupe Center for Ecology & Sustainability, XLRI, the session witnessed
leading social entrepreneurs sharing their success stories with the students of the B-school.
The speakers included Naveen Krishna, MD & Founder, SMV Wheels- a for-profit enterprise
with a vision to increase income potential of rickshaw drivers and unorganized street vendors in
India by providing them better designed and fully owned rickshaws; Vinay Jaju, Co-Founder of
ONergy- an early stage social enterprise providing last mile energy access to India’s BoP,
providing renewable energy solutions for lighting, cooking and electrification through a network
of renewable energy centres; and Meenakshi Kishore, Manager, Sankalp Forum &
Intellecap- that recognizes & supports innovative, sustainable, high impact social enterprises.
Prof. Madhukar Shukla, Chairperson of Fr Arrupe Center for Ecology & Sustainability,
XLRI said on the occasion, “Through FACES we seek to build an inclusive community of
people comprising students, faculty, NGOs, educationists, corporate citizens and
environmentalists who can collaborate on issues like reducing poverty, inequality adding
sustainability to nature, faith response and promotion of justice, development of partnerships
and public cooperation, development of cooperation with tribal leaders and people.”
"The session is our attempt to create an interactive space for young professionals and new
entrants to explore and discuss the opportunities and challenges for initiatives and social
ventures in this sector,” he added.
About FrArrupe Centre for Ecology and Sustainability
Fr. Arrupe Centre for Ecology and Sustainability is a multi-disciplinary centre at XLRI
Jamshedpur, which aims to provide thought leadership to promote policies, practices and
dialogue which have impact on holistic and sustainable development of society and enterprises.
The Centre engages in three key activities of Knowledge Creation (e.g., undertaking and
sponsoring research on and documentation of sustainable programmes, enterprise models and
practices), Knowledge Dissemination (e.g., organizing conferences and roundtables to provide a
platform for sharing sustainable models of development) and Knowledge Application (e.g.,
providing thought leadership for “Embedded Sustainability” through consultancy / MDP /
capacity building programs).
About XLRI
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XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright,
S.J. in the „steel city‟ of Jamshedpur. Over the last six decades, it has grown into a top-ranking
business school with a wide portfolio of educational programs. Its alumni are spread around the
globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations.
It continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and management of
innumerable organizations that serve the public good in a variety of sectors.
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XLRI hosted ‘Save "N" Smile’ Marathon
Initiative to encourage financial independency among youth
29th July, 2013: ‘Today’s savings ensure future income security’.
To promote this message, XLRI, the premier private B School in India, hosted the ‘Save "N"
Smile’ Marathon on Sunday 28th July as a part of its financial literacy initiative "Sanchetana".
The idea behind the run was to spread the awareness for financial inclusion, particularly among
youth.
The marathon witnessed overwhelming participation of about 1500 runners including XLRI
students, faculty, staffs and citizens of Jamshedpur and covered a distance of 10 km. The
marathon was flagged off at the main gate of XLRI campus by CII Jharkhand chairman S.K.
Behera.
“Financial literacy is an imperative need for everyone. The youth form an important messenger
for spreading financial literacy within the family. With this initiative, we tried to promote savings
habits among youth, particularly college students; as it will help them in future”, said Dr. H.K.
Pradhan, Professor of Finance & Chief Mentor of "Sanchetana" initiatives.
XLRI had launched the initiative „Sanchetana‟ to educate the rural people on banking and
investment options. XLRI students, research scholars and professors have been organizing
sessions with villagers with the assistance of SBI in bringing the rural populace under the fold of
conventional banking. The project was piloted at Saldih in Gamharia, located about 12km from
the city, from May onwards. Under the initiative, the "Financial Literacy on Wheels" project
was flagged off recently to spread awareness of savings, insurance & old age pension among the
villagers and urban poor, coming closer to their homes.

About XLRI
XLRI is a premier, private management institute in India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the
‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur. Over the last six decades, it has grown into a top-ranking business school with
a wide portfolio of educational programs. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated
responsible business leadership in their organizations. It continually strives to contribute its mite to the
professional growth and management of innumerable organizations that serve the public good in a variety
of sectors.
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